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Abstract 

This paper presents a web-based traffic flow performance 
meter. The NeTraWeb tool configures and automates the 
measurement activities, including storage and presentation 
of the main performance parameters. 

1. Introduction 
The tool presented in this paper, NeTraWeb, is a 

web-based traffic flow performance meter system. The 
measurement activities are configured, controlled and 
automated by a management server. The main traffic 
flow performance parameters e.g. packet loss, delays, 
delay variations and throughput, are presented in 
graphs and text. The name NeTraWeb is inherited 
from an extended version of the flow meter NeTraMet 
([1], [2]).  

The tool can typically be used by end users between 
hosts or by a network operator between measurement 
points in the network. Performance monitoring of de-
lay and loss sensitive applications such as voice and 
multimedia interactive services between the end users 
or other measurements points in the network is the 
main application of the tool. The meter agents have 
also been used in a prototype implementation for 
monitoring of SIP-based communication, where the 
approach is to activate performance measurements 
between clients based on signalling messages to a SIP 
server [3].  

Figure 1 shows a NeTraWeb server and meter 
agents in two access nodes. The meters could also be 
deployed in end user hosts or other points in the net-
work where traffic can be observed, e.g. VPN access 
points or edge nodes. 

 
Figure 1. A NeTraWeb server and meter agents at two access points.    

The method used by NeTraWeb is explained in Sec-
tion 2. The functions and structure of the tool are de-
scribed in Section 3, followed by some measurement 
results in Section 4 and the conclusions in Section 5.  

2. Traffic Meters and Monitoring Packets 
2.1. Combining active and passive methods 

NeTraWeb uses light-weight traffic meters at the 
measurement points. An extended version of the traffic 
flow meter NeTraMet combines active and passive 
methods [1]. A traditional flow meter counts bytes and 
packets at a single point. However, to enable packet 
loss and delay metrics, NeTraWeb uses meters at two 
points that count the number of packets and bytes for 
the defined flows observed by the meters.  

Monitoring packets are sent between the meters 
with periodic or random time intervals inserted be-
tween block of user data packets (Figure 2). These 
packets can also be transmitted with a frequency that is 
adapted to the actual data rate of the monitored traffic 
flow, and thereby maintaining an approximately con-
stant size of the monitoring block (Figure 2). When a 
meter detects a monitoring packet a timestamp and the 
current cumulative counter values of packets and bytes 
are stored in a flow file by each meter.  

A monitoring block that consists of N packets  
Figure 2. Two monitoring packets enclose a monitoring block that 
consists of N user packets on average.    

The precision, accuracy and resolution of the met-
rics are determined by the size of the monitoring block, 
which is the distance between two consecutive moni-
toring packets (expressed in time intervals or in num-
ber of data packets). This is the main parameter of the 
monitoring method used to adjust the accuracy of the 
results.  

NeTraWeb server 

Measurement   
station 1 

Measurement  
s tation 2 

The meter is controlled by a set of rules, using the 
simple ruleset language (srl), which define the flows 
and their attributes. A special companion program, 
NeMaC [4], manages the meter locally. The resulting 
flow files are then sent to the NeTraWeb server using 
an automated ssh function in Perl (Section 3).  
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The modifications to NeTraMet are included in the 
NeTraMet distribution from version 4.5b8 and later on. 
We have used version 5.1b11, in which round-trip time 
as well as one-way delays can be measured [3]. 

2.2. Measurement results 
The method gives the following results per traffic 

flow (defined as a unique combination of destination 
and source addresses, destination and source ports, 
transport protocol and possibly other parameters).  

Packet delays and their variation are estimated 
based on sampling. One-way delay can be measured if 
the meters have synchronized clocks; otherwise round-
trip delay and its variation are measured. Inter-arrival 
jitter in both directions can reveal possible asymmetry 
in delays. The four timestamps used in the round-trip 
delay estimates are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. The four timestamps recorded for the monitoring packets.  

Round-trip delay is here defined as T4–T1–(T3–T2) 
and the inter-arrival jitter (at node B in Figure 3) as 
T2(n+1)–T2(n)–(T1(n+1)–T1(n)). The definition of 
inter-arrival jitter is in agreement with RTP/RTCP 
Internet standards used VoIP measurements [5]. In this 
case the monitoring packet client in node A sends a 
packet (of same type and size as the data flow) to node 
B, which returns the packet to node A. These metrics 
do not require synchronized clocks. Since GPS syn-
chronization is expensive and sometimes difficult to 
install, round-trip delay and inter-arrival jitter esti-
mates are an alternative.  

The monitoring packets have a dual role. Firstly to 
provide samples of delays based on the timestamps in 
Figure 3, and secondly to trigger intermediate readings 
of the meters, and store these cumulative counter val-
ues of packets and bytes for the defined flows. 

Packet loss is measured directly. Beside the long-
term averages for the entire measurement periods, the 
distribution of losses per monitoring block is obtained. 
The length of loss periods and loss-free periods can be 
computed.  

Throughput is measured directly. The utilized ca-
pacity for the entire measurement period and per moni-
toring block is obtained. 

3. The NeTraWeb System  
The system consists of the NeTraWeb server and 

two meter agents that reside on existing hosts or on 
dedicated measurement nodes. The server manages 
and automates the measurement activities based on the 

information an operator provides via the web user in-
terface. 
• Attributes of the flow to be monitored.  

The flow is specified using a proper combination 
of the five attributes: source and destination IP 
addresses, source and destination ports and layer-4 
protocol. The granularity of the flow and sub 
flows is determined by the number of attributes 
and their combination.  

• The length of the measurement period. 
• The rate of the monitoring packets generated be-

tween the meter agents: constant time intervals be-
tween the packets or a rate that is adapted to the 
data rate (throughput) of the monitored flows. 
Monitoring packets generated based on the actual 
data flow rate can be seen as an adaptive sampling 
design. This is done by polling the meter MIB for 
information on the number of user data packets 
sent in the defined flow [6]. Further issues on sys-
tematic and random sampling are discussed in [7]. 

The meter agent is implemented in a Perl program 
that communicates with the NeTraWeb server on the 
one hand, and with the local NeTraMet meter and 
NeMAC on the other hand. The NeTraMet meter uses 
libpcap to access the network interface. 

Based on the information above NeTraWeb auto-
mates the measurement activities. This communication 
scheme between the server and the meter agents is de-
scribed below.  

A BT1 T2

T4 T3

3.1. The automated measurement activities  
The NeTraWeb server creates a configuration file 

based on user input and sends it to the meter agent in 
station 1 (Figure 1), using an automated ssh module in 
Perl. The meter agent in station 1 uses the configura-
tion file to start the NeTraMet meter, the meter man-
ager NeMaC and the monitoring packet generator. 
Thereafter station 1 sends the configuration file to sta-
tion 2, which repeats the same procedure as station 1, 
and sends an acknowledgement to station 1. Both me-
ters and the monitoring packet generators are now ac-
tive. When the measurement period has ended the me-
ters and monitoring packet generators terminate, and 
the two resulting flow files are sent to the NeTraWeb 
server. Further details can be found in [6]. 

The flow file from meter 1 contains a list of meas-
urement data store by the meter when a monitoring 
packet is detected: the monitoring packet ID, the cur-
rent timestamp t (T1 in Figure 3), the cumulative num-
ber of packets and bytes sent and received at time t, 
and the corresponding measurement data when the 
monitoring packet returns (T4 in Figure 3). The flow 
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file from meter 2 consists of measurement data when 
timestamps T2 and T3 are recorded.  

The flow files are parsed and stored in different ta-
bles in a Postgres DBMS (DataBase Management Sys-
tem). This is done with efficiency and scalability in 
mind. The DBMS makes it easier to handle multiple 
simultaneous users and presentations.  

The parser is written in ANSI-C with the ecpg li-
brary for PostgreSQL support. This allows SQL syntax 
inside the C code. All web material is written in Hyper 
Text Markup Language, PHP (PHP: Hypertext Pre-
processor) and a few Javascripts. 

When the flow files have been imported from the 
meters to the NeTraWeb system, a user creates a new 
project and can choose among presentations of the 
following groups of performance parameters: packet 
loss , packet round-trip delays, round-trip delay varia-
tion, inter-arrival jitter and throughput. It is also possi-
ble to import other existing flow files from other 
sources to NeTraWeb for presentation.  

There are two types of graphs; regular time plots 
and histograms. NeTraWeb uses the Chart PHP4 li-
brary to generate graphs. It is covered by GNU GPL 
(General Public License). The graphs are generated as 
.PNG pictures. One can change the number of bars and 
the space between the bars in all histograms. Beside 
the graphs the most common statistical metric are cal-
culated.  

Since the two meters do not start at exactly the same 
time the flow files have to be synchronized. The useful 
common part of the flow files are picked out using 
SQL queries.   

The processing and presentation of performance pa-
rameter metrics are implemented as SQL queries. This 
flexible approach means that users can add new met-
rics, graphs and histograms, or remove existing ones.   
Further details are found in [8].  

4. Measurement Results 
For each measurement project NeTraWeb generates 

more than twenty different graphs. As an illustration 
some graphs from different measurements are shown 
in the Figure 4-10.   

Some results from a VoIP call between two wireless 
clients in a local area network are shown in Figure 4-8. 
The average round-trip delay is 0.62 ms, the maximum 
value 1.18 ms, the minimum value 0.2 ms, the 99th 
percentile 1.11 ms, the 97.5th percentile 1.06 ms, the 
10th percentile 0.35 ms and the standard deviation 0.22 
ms. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the time plot and dis-
tribution of round-trip delays.  

 
Figure 4. Round-trip delays (in milliseconds) for each monitoring 
packet during the measurement period. 

 
Figure 5. Histogram of the round-trip packet delays in Figure 4. 

Figure 6 shows the packet loss ratio per monitoring 
block. The length of loss-free periods and the corre-
sponding histogram can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 
8. The total loss ratio in this measurement is 0.014.  

 
Figure 6. Packet loss ratio per monitoring block during the meas-
urement period.  
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Figure 7. The length of loss-free periods in seconds.  

 
Figure 8. A histogram of the length of loss-free periods shown in 
Figure 7. 

In addition to the graphs presented above, Ne-
TraWeb creates graphs and histograms that cover: 
round-trip jitter (according to IETF and ITU-T), packet 
loss (in number of bytes, packets and loss ratio) per 
monitoring block or in time, the number of losses in 
loss periods, the length of loss and loss-free periods 
and throughput.  

Inter-arrival jitter from a measurement between 
VoIP clients located at KTH in Haninge and BTH in 
Karlskrona can be seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The 
inter-arrival jitter is not symmetric. The variation in 
arrival times to client B is higher than in the opposite 
direction. Hence, asymmetric delay variations can be 
detected without having synchronized clocks using the 
four timestamps in Figure 3.  

5. Conclusions 
This paper has presented an open source web-based 
traffic flow performance meter to be used by end users 
or network operators. The NeTraWeb system uses a 
communication procedure between the server and the 
agents in order to automate the measurement activities. 
The results are stored in a database. The processing 
and presentation of performance parameter metrics are 

implemented as SQL queries. This flexible approach 
means that it is easy to develop this tool further and 
adapt it and the users’ requirements. A detailed evalua-
tion of the tool will be part of future work.   

 
Figure 9. Inter-arrival jitter in the direction from client A to client B. 
The maximum value is 2.5 ms and the standard deviation is 0.36. 

 
Figure 10. Inter-arrival jitter in the direction from client B to client 
A. The maximum value is 10.5 ms and the standard deviation is 0.83.  
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